Questions 1–4

You will hear four short recordings. Answer each question on the line provided. Write no more than three words, or a number, for each detail.

You will hear each recording twice.

1 (a) What did the girl want to see on her visit to the City Art Gallery? [1]

(b) What new feature of the City Art Gallery is mentioned? [1]

2 (a) How deep did the man dive? [1]

(b) What did the woman enjoy most during her dive? [1]

3 (a) What does the speaker usually design? [1]

(b) What has inspired her latest work? [1]

4 (a) What are the competitors given before the race? [1]

(b) What do many competitors usually remove from their bags before the race? [1]

[Total: 8]
Question 5

You will hear a talk given by a man about the early history of the cinema in the United States. Listen to the talk and complete the sentences below. Write one or two words, or a number, in each gap.

You will hear the talk twice.

---

Cinema in the United States: late 19th and early 20th centuries

• Early films were under ................................ long.  

• People were most excited by films showing ................................ .  

• Many films were about ................................ – the first was released in 1901. Films were divided into either comedy or drama.

• After about 1910, audiences could also watch the ................................ at the cinema.

• One less well-known fact is that it was possible to view some films in ................................ .

• The first proper cinemas were called ................................ .

After 1910 more attention was paid to the comfort of audiences.

• The ................................ in cinemas made a particularly strong impression on audiences.

• Films were made with a fixed camera but there were limited ................................ .  

[Total: 8]
Question 6

You will hear six people talking about working in teams. For each of speakers 1 to 6, choose from the list, A to G, which opinion each speaker expresses. Write the letter in the appropriate box. Use each letter only once. There is one extra letter which you do not need to use.

You will hear the recordings twice.

| Speaker 1 | A I enjoyed being in charge. |
| Speaker 2 | B I was surprised how well everyone got on. |
| Speaker 3 | C I was disappointed by how little I contributed. |
| Speaker 4 | D I was inspired by other members of the team. |
| Speaker 5 | E I didn’t really want to work in a team. |
| Speaker 6 | F I was proud of what we achieved. |
|           | G I was annoyed we wasted a lot of time. |

[Total: 6]
Please turn over for Question 7.
Question 7

You will hear an interview with Shirley Sullivan about her work as a tour guide. Listen to the interview and look at the questions. For each question, choose the correct answer, A, B or C, and put a tick (✓) in the appropriate box.

You will hear the interview twice.

(a) What made Shirley decide to become a tour guide?
   A She was encouraged by one of her friends.
   B She wanted to realise a childhood dream.
   C She discovered by chance it suited her.

(b) Shirley believes that the most effective preparation she can do for a tour is
   A to consult history books.
   B to check a range of websites.
   C to read the notes provided by her company.

(c) What does Shirley say is the most important quality for a tour guide?
   A being positive
   B being patient
   C being well-informed

(d) What does Shirley find particularly challenging?
   A disappointing weather conditions
   B tourist attractions being closed
   C people not being on time

(e) When Shirley gets asked a difficult question she
   A tries to hide the fact she’s unsure.
   B feels strongly motivated to learn more.
   C expresses her surprise at how much the person knows.
(f) How does Shirley feel when she gives a guided tour of her own town?

A frustrated that she can't show everything  
B slightly embarrassed by her passion for it  
C annoyed when visitors don't appreciate it [1]

(g) Shirley doesn't normally go on guided tours when she's on holiday because she

A prefers to relax completely.  
B doubts that guides can tell her much.  
C enjoys discovering a place on her own. [1]

(h) What would Shirley be interested in doing in the future?

A tours for quite small groups of tourists  
B tours for adventurous travellers  
C tours for university students [1]

[Total: 8]
Question 8

Part A

You will hear a man called Ben Hendriks giving a talk about ice-yachting. Listen to the talk and complete the sentences in Part A. Write one or two words only in each gap.

You will hear the talk twice.

Ice-yachting

• When ice-yachting, the ..................................... is used to stop the boat. [1]

• ..................................... are currently preventing most experienced people from ice-yachting. [1]

• The ..................................... that small ice-yachts offer is the greatest attraction for Ben. [1]

• Ben is always impressed by the ..................................... of ice-yachts at the Lake Baikal Race in Russia. [1]

• Ben stresses the need for ..................................... to help keep ice-yachters safe. [1]

[Total: 5]
Part B

Now listen to a conversation between two students about ice-yachting and complete the sentences in Part B. Write **one or two words** only in each gap.

You will hear the conversation twice.

**History of ice-yachting**

- In America, the sport was first introduced by people from ..................................... . [1]
- The early ice-yachts look like ..................................... . [1]
- Ice-yachters on the Hudson River liked to compete with ..................................... going in the same direction. [1]

**Going ice-yachting**

- ..................................... is mainly what enables ice-yachts to go so fast. [1]
- Most beginners learn on a type of ice-yacht known as ..................................... . [1]